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Developed to help market participants better understand trading trends in the bond 
markets, BondWave’s Data Lab has released its QMarksTM dashboards for the fourth 
quarter of 2022. 

QMarks is a proprietary BondWave data set that powers its quarterly dashboards to 
cover all disseminated bond transactions using the regulatory-prescribed Prevailing 
Market Price methodology for corporate, municipal, agency, and 144A. QMarks 
belongs to a suite of other BondWave proprietary data sets, including QCurves, 
QTrades, and QScores.  

Q4 2022 Observations: 
“With growing trading volume, smaller average trade sizes, and wider bid/
offer spreads, it is tempting to assume that higher yields in 2022 have 
resulted in a shift toward greater activity from retail clients.” – Paul Daley, 
Managing Director

Imagine that

https://www.bondwave.com/
https://bondwave.com/data-lab/?utm_source=Site-PDF&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=QMarks&utm_content=Q4-22-QM
https://bondwave.com/data-lab/?tab=3?utm_source=Site-PDF&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=QMarks&utm_content=Q4-22-QC
https://bondwave.com/data-lab/?tab=2?utm_source=Site-PDF&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=QMarks&utm_content=Q4-22-QT
https://bondwave.com/data-lab/?tab=4?utm_source=Site-PDF&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=QMarks&utm_content=Q4-22-QS
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Corporate Bond Market Trends

Observations:

 •  With a return to meaningful yields in 2022, corporate bond par traded by clients increased by 14.9% 
year-over-year, though Q4 volume was down slightly vs. Q3 (-0.9%).

 •  At the same time, the average par per trade was down significantly year-over-year (-34%, $375,000 
in Q4 2021 vs. $248,000 in Q4 2022).

 •  With higher yields came higher trading costs as bid/ask spreads jumped 29% year-over-year, from 
$0.325 to $0.420.

*Source: BondWave QMarks

https://www.bondwave.com/
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Municipal Bond Market Trends
Observations:

 •  Municipal bonds saw significant growth in trading volume in Q4 vs. Q3 (+13.5%) and massive growth 
vs. Q4 2021 (+75.4%).

 •  Average trade size shrunk year-over-year from $238,000 to $273,000 (-12.7%), but the growth in the 
number of trades more than compensated for the smaller trade sizes.

 • At the same time, bid/ask spreads were up 10% year-over-year.

*Source: BondWave QMarks

https://www.bondwave.com/
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Agency Bond Market Trends
Observations:

 •  Agency bonds were the only group that failed to see year-over-year trading growth. With Q4 2022 
volume lower than Q3 2022 (-2.6%), it also trailed Q4 2021 volume (-5.9%).

 •  The average trade size for agency bonds was down significantly year-over-year (-66.2%, $335,000 
vs. $992,000).

 • Bid/ask spreads jumped a rather significant 44% year-over-year, from $0.250 to $0.361.

*Source: BondWave QMarks

https://www.bondwave.com/
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144A Bond Market Trends
Observations:

 •  144A bonds saw more modest growth in trading volumes. Q4 2022 par traded by clients was +2.4% 
vs. Q3 2022 and +3.0% vs. Q4 2021.

 • The average trade size was down year-over-year too (-14%, $689,000 vs $799,000).
 • Bid/ask spreads jumped a whopping 59% year-over-year, from $0.300 to $0.478.

*Source: BondWave QMarks

The dashboards for previous quarters referenced above are located here: 

Q3 2022 Dashboards

Q4 2021 Dashboards

https://www.bondwave.com/
https://bondwave.com/bondwave-qmarks-q3-2022-dashboards/?utm_source=Site-PDF&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=QMarks&utm_content=Q4-22-QOQ-pdf
https://bondwave.com/fixed-income-trading-trends-upmp-dashboards-q4-21/?utm_source=Site-PDF&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=QMarks&utm_content=Q4-22-YOY-pdf
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ABOUT BONDWAVE LLC

Founded in 2001, BondWave, an affiliate of First Trust Portfolios L.P., is a financial technology firm specializing in fixed income 
solutions. We serve a wide range of users including traders, compliance professionals, and RIAs from the smallest to the 
largest firms in the industry who use our tools to provide a superior fixed income experience to their clients while supporting 
critical regulatory mandates.

Effi®, our Engine for Fixed Income, is the single platform through which we deliver all our solutions providing intuitive 
dashboards and insights into every fixed income position and transaction. Capabilities include portfolio analytics and 
reporting, custom alerts, and proposal generation, as well as tools that support best execution, fair pricing, and mark-up 
monitoring and disclosure on both a pre- and post-trade basis. BondWave leverages advanced technologies and data science 
to develop proprietary data sets that fuel our innovative solutions.

Stay informed
 by clicking here to subscribe to 

BondWave’s Latest Insights and News.  

Or to learn more, please visit www.bondwave.com, 
email info@bondwave.com 

or call 877.795.2929

https://www.bondwave.com/
mailto:info%40bondwave.com?subject=Subscribe%20to%20BondWave%27s%20Latest%20Insights%20and%20News
mailto:info%40bondwave.com?subject=Subscribe%20to%20BondWave%27s%20Latest%20Insights%20and%20News
mailto:info%40bondwave.com?subject=Subscribe%20to%20BondWave%27s%20Latest%20Insights%20and%20News
https://www.bondwave.com/

